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Preface
Strengthening internal controls
Through the years IAS has grown considerably; a process which has been accelerated in
the past few years. However, the growth cycle has not been equally backed up by supporting structures, guidance and or documentation. Parallel to the growth of IAS are also
the increasing demands by the international development sector at large putting much
more emphasis on accountability and quality control. With this in mind IAS, in 2012,
embarked on a journey of strengthening its internal controls and to consolidate its various organizational departments and information. The aims with the process are to make
the organization more streamlined and coherent enabling it to meet various demands, but
also providing more guidance to its staff and partners.
In this process, the focus is on the target community. IAS strives to deliver support efficiently and with a high degree of professionalism where the target community plays a
vital role in implementation of projects.
We are pleased to release the 2012 Annual Report. It gives a brief picture on where IAS
works and what activities IAS is engaged in. This ranges from direct relief projects for
vulnerable populations to long term sustainable development projects.
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WHO WE ARE

Vision

Our holistic approach

A godly transformed society.

towards transforming lives

Mission
To save lives, promote self-reliance and dignity through human
transformation,going beyond relief and development.

Our Core Values
Missions: Our biblical understanding of missions motivates
everything we do. The unreached and under-privileged people’s groups is
our major focus in spreading the good news.
Integrity: We believe that integrity is the foundation of our Christian
character. Character is not inherited but is built daily by the way one
thinks and acts, thought by thought, action by action.
Relational Leadership and Team Work: We believe in a
team-based approach to leadership. We invest in leaders and train them
to realize their full potential as well as giving them tools and
opportunities to be effective leaders. We believe healthy leaders produce
healthy communities.

Integrated Water Resource Management (IWRM)
- whose objective is to promote the efficient development and management of natural resources to meet the basic and livelihood needs
of the target communities.
Civil Society Development (CSD)
- whose objective is to build the capacity of local organization and
organized communities aiming at strengthening their participation in
poverty reduction and sustainable development initiatives.
Inclusive Education (IE)
- whose objective is to ensure equal access and sustained provision
of quality learning opportunities for children, youth and women from
disadvantaged backgrounds with diverse learning abilities.

Empathy (Compassion): We show compassion to a
hurting and broken world – feeling the feelings and
emotions of others and being motivated to act.
Equality: We believe in treating all people as we would like
to be treated. We believe that people will feel valued and
appreciated when we regard them with dignity
and respect.
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EUROPE

Greece

EDUCATION THE KEY
OUT OF POVERTY
- ALBANIA

ENGLISH - THE FUTURE
PUSH FOR DEVELOPMENT
- DJIBOUTI

Amaro Tan School

Promoting english

IAS continues its support of Albanian Christian School,
Amaro Tan School, run by our partner, Nehemia Foundation.
Reaching out to a distinct, marginalized demographic of special needs children, including minority groups such as Roma
and Egyptian children, Amaro Tan School offers holistic educational opportunities and training designed to give students
and their families a chance to break out of the vicious cycle of
poverty and indifference.

Recognizing that internet technology and many other areas of
knowledge are now dominated by the use of English, the government of Djibouti is now promoting or even demanding the
use of English in many settings. Recently, H.E. Mr. Ismail Omar
Guelleh, the President of Djibouti inaugurated a major shift
towards the use of the English language.
IAS DJIBOUTI is responding to this need by providing nativespeakers with high-quality training in the teaching of English as
a foreign language for the purpose of teaching English to local
Djiboutians —primarily young professionals or those who aspire
to be such.
The English Center used by IAS for the teaching of English is
known as École Emmanuel, owned and operated by another
NGO, Mission de la Mer Rouge, with whom IAS partners to
promote English language acquisition. Mission de la Mer Rouge
has operated this school for more than 35 years. Many Djiboutians who are now important officials in the government or
major businesses were once students at École Emmanuel.

A girl learning to sew
ACHIEVEMENTS
•

“Terre des Hommes” with Center of Legal Integrated
Practices and Services is helping students, especially
Roma children (who make up approximately 1/3 of the
student population), to have a better understanding of
justice, through training and sensitizing activities.

•

Ongoing Sewing course is giving young girls training in
basic sewing skills.

•

A New sports field financed by Adidas is providing students expanded physical education opportunities.

•

Ongoing outreaches into the community with a message
of drug/alcohol prevention.

•

Making available, to the school children, an increased
access to dental health program.

From left to right - Rosario Celis Castro, Luisa Padilla Montenegro,
Lucy Johnson, Matt Johnson, David Yunuba, Dorothy Yunuba

David (left) with two graduating English students May 2012 Graduation
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ONCE A TABOO
NOW “A HOT ISSUE” - ETHIOPIA

Special Needs Education
The foremost aim of the Special Needs Education program is
to change the attitude and thinking of the target community. In
this regard, much has been done since the commencement of the
program. Successive awareness creation trainings have been organized and conducted for parents, religious and community leaders,
teachers and other pertinent bodies in all target Weredas/districts
of the Somali regional state which include Jijiga, Gode, Awebere
and Gursum.
Special Needs Education centers and units opened in Jijiga and
Gode provide different kinds of services for the children and consequently many Special Needs children have been integrated to the
mainstream schools. In 2012, IAS Ethiopia expanded its projects to
two new Weredas notably Awebere and Gursum within the Somali
region, and for this purpose IAS is constructing more Special
Needs centers in the above mentioned localities.
The IE/SNE that was a taboo has become “a hot issue” in the civil
society. The stigma with children with mental challenges is breaking, and people talk openly about it, and children with challenges
are visible and take part in daily life. IAS sees this as an attitude
change among the general public, which we believe to be a permanent impact as a result of this project.

“

I am delighted to work with IAS family
and particularly with children that need
more attention and care. Since I joined
IAS Ethiopia team, I have gained a
lot of knowledge and experience on
children living with disabilities and the
needs of our communities. In particular, working with the community gives
me great satisfaction and motivation.
At this point, I have a purpose in life
and career that is serving children
and the community which I am part of.
Finally, I thank my colleagues and IAS
Ethiopia staff members for their wholehearted support and encouragement.

”

ACHIEVEMENTS
•
•

Safe and clean Water for Pastoralist Communities
Seeing the dreadful water scarcity in Miyyo area, IAS Ethiopia
conducted preliminary need assessment and launched a WASH
intervention. It is our firm conviction that this project will address
the shortage of clean drinking water and poor sanitation services
for the pastoralist communities.

•
•

•
•

“
Iaysu Chaleabo

My name is Iaysu Chaleabo, I joined IAS in
2006. Since then it is my great pleasure by being
part of what IAS doing for the needy people. I
can say that I have gained a lot of knowledge. I
thank the management and staff of IAS family for
giving me this opportunity to be part of what God
is doing here in Ethiopia. It’s a delight to work
with IAS family and particularly with children that
need more attention and care. Working with such
communities gives me great satisfaction and
motivation.

”

•

•

•
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Maheder Ephrem
IAS Somali SNE Program
Jijiga Office

4 boreholes drilled and installed with hand-pumps.
Two Baseline surveys on IE/SNE were conducted in
Awbare and Gursum Woredas (Specifically in the towns of
Awbare and Bombas) to find out the demographic situation of the Woredas to ascertain whether any work prior
to IAS has ever been done on SNE, the prevalence of
children living with disability.
Two assessment and training centers have been constructed in the two new weredas of Awebere and Gursum ready
to serve children with disabilities of the two towns.
45 Education officers from the Regional Education
Bureau, SNE core process, Wereda education officers,
Jijiga council Education officers, TTC representatives and
primary school directors were trained. The area of training
incorporates- Inclusive Education, Inclusive Community,
Inclusive Schools, barriers of inclusive education and ways
to overcome the barriers and roles and responsibilities of
government and other stakeholders.
Awareness of special needs campaigns were conducted to
132 parents with trainings on different topics at different
times.
62 Parents Teachers and Students Association members
from different schools were trained on how to create
conducive school environments for Special Needs children
and the focus was on how to create an inclusive school
environment.
A total of 665 community members were engaged in
awareness campaigns on SNE which has resulted in parents bringing more children to the schools, visit home to
home and register children, and support the IAS Team in
creating awareness in the community about special needs
children.
A total of 460 teachers from Awbare, Gursum and Gode
Woredas took the first level awareness training on SNE to
assist children in their classes, school and the community
at large.
4188 children in the Dollo Ado area benefited in the supplementary food distribution during the project year.

MICRO-FINANCE THE KEY TO SMALL
BUSINESS STABILITY - GHANA

Micro-Finance the key to small business stability
Working with Africa Assistance Plan (AAP) since 2008, IAS continued in 2012 to support AAP by bringing development tools,
business training and capacity building through the expansion
of industry standard micro-finance management and accounting software tools. This was done in addition to partnering with
AAP’s own micro-finance program.
Of the micro-loan recipients and skill training offered by AAP,
approximately 95% of the beneficiaries are local women. Many
use the capacity and skills training tools and resources AAP offers to set up small businesses or expand on an existing business.
They also establish savings accounts; many for the first time.
AAP has also integrated health education within the lending
group communities. This helps create opportunities for their
clients to better meet life’s challenges, in addition to creating a
framework to build assets.
An AAP success story is Ama Adobea, a small shop owner
in Nsuta, Ghana. Before being accepted in AAP’s micro-loan
program, Ama was a single mother struggling to make a living
by running a small convenience shop. She had no business or
financial tools. She was robbed several times and her business
was failing. However, once Ama was accepted into the AAP
program, she developed a cash flow strategy and learned good
business skills to help her business prosper. AAP taught her how
to make her money grow and keep it safe. Now she has hope for
her family and their future.

“

Before being accepted in AAP’s
micro-loan program, Ama was a
single mother struggling to make a
living by running a small convenience shop

”

Victoria and her son

Ama Adobea in her shop
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ENHANCED COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION - KENYA

Enhanced Community participation
IAS Kenya Program has continued to serve the people of the various regions, including the areas around Nakuru, Tharaka, Makueni,
Nairobi, and Garissa. The Kenya Program focuses on the following
thematic sectors: WASH, Peace Building, Food Security, Health
and many other Cross-cutting issues that are addressed during
community trainings, partnership workshops and capacity building
seminars.
July 2012 marked a significant organizational change following the
abduction of the Country Program Manager and two other staff
on their tour of duty in Somaliland. This abduction has affected
the normal operations of the Kenya Program office in a significant
way.

Commissioning of Makueni Water Project

Bio-sand Filter featuring SMC emblem
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ACHIEVEMENTS
Makueni
•
Completion and commissioning of the Makueni Water Project, funded by Kindernothilfe (KNH).
Tharaka
•
Farmers’ Training Needs Assessment conducted.
•
30 Bio-sand filters produced and distributed to households.
•
2 Community awareness meetings on Project Ownership and
Sustainability conducted.
•
20 beneficiaries trained on the importance of clean water,
hygiene, sanitation and production of bio-sand filters.
•
4 Manyirani Farmers Self Help Group members trained in
Project Management
•
1 Demonstration Farm established.
•
1 Tree Nursery started with a target to produce 15,000 seedlings of indigenous trees.
•
103 UPVC pipes size 315mm and 10 UPVC pipes size
225mm delivered by Constituency Development Fund
(CDF) for the completion of line 2 irrigation project of
Manyirani Farmers Self Help Group.
•
Community excavation of line 2 trench commenced and
advancing to completion.
•
50 Bio-sand filters produced and distributed to households.
•
Manyirani Farmers Self Help Group Board trained on
Governance.
Nakuru
•
Project steering committee meetings conducted every two
months in Nakuru.
•
75 local administration and elders have been trained on
peace & trauma management in Nakuru.
•
60 religious leaders were trained on peace & trauma for 5
days.
•
60 youth received a one-day TOTs training 7 times.
•
60 Women received a one-day TOTs training 7 times.
•
One Children conference was held in each location with a
total of 559 children in attendance and over 50 leaders to
hear their views.
•
11 Free Pentecostal Fellowship of Kenya staff representatives were trained in monitoring & evaluation and Humanitarian Accountability & Standards.
•
Over 50 teachers were trained in Peace building and Trauma
management in the target areas for 10 days.
•
1,203 people from different tribes of the five target locations participated in watching documentaries of the former
violence in Kenya followed by counseling.
•
11 Children clubs continue to spread peace at their respective schools.
•
13 Youth groups continue to receive monthly financial and
mentoring support.

NEVER LATE - NEPAL

GIVING HOPE - NIGERIA

Never late

Giving Hope

Through IAS Denmark partner - Good Way Nepal (GWN) there is focus on the vulnerable youth. The project “Improved
opportunities and rights for vulnerable children and youth in
Kathmandu area” targets children on the street specifically
boys. Most of these boys are orphans and many a time they
get involved with a street gang, begin smoking and gluesmacking.

Within the project “Improved rights and opportunities for marginalized and vulnerable girls and women in U/Romi, Kaduna“.
The project supports young girls and women to continue or go
back to school even though they might be pregnant.

However, after getting to know GWN who serves food for
the street children they choose to stay at the drop-in center.
These few boys represent the fate of many boys in Kathmandu. GWN supports the Drop-in and Rehabilitation centers
to care for those boys who are best off in these institutions.
Fortunately, the centers are not a final destination and it has
been possible for some of the boys to be reunited with their
respective families.

The loans they get give them the opportunity to start small
businesses and the success rate of the loan scheme is 98%.
Even some men are participating in the loan groups.
One of them is Theophilus who is able to pay for his education
by selling the clothes he is producing.

Theophilus

The boys at the Drop-in Center
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EMPOWERING THE TARGET COMMUNITY
- SUDAN

Empowering the target community

ACHIEVEMENTS

IAS Sudan continues to be committed to applying the Integrated
Water Resource Management (IWRM) principles and the plan is
that this approach is integrated in all assessments.

WASH

Education for all is a dream in Sudan. IAS is implementing an
inclusive education programme in South Kordofan focusing on
children living with disabilities. The project empowers teachers
on how to teach children living with disabilities. Parent Teachers
Associations are involved and family support groups are formed.
IAS has carried out many awareness campaigns which are a vital
component of the project and the response is very positive. This
has helped to break stigma within the target community.
Since 2012 IAS Sudan has implemented the Community Led Total
Sanitation (CLTS) approach whose purpose is to make the community aware of the hygiene situation in the villages. IAS community mobilizers spent many days in villages to assist communities
in identifying points of improvement. All community mobilizers
were trained in the implementation of CLTS and the first results
were very positive.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

38 new boreholes drilled and installed with hand-pumps.
12 hand pump repair tool kits distributed.
72 hand pump mechanics trained.
85 broken hand pumps rehabilitated.
11 boreholes converted into mini water yards.
2 mini water yards rehabilitated.
3 school latrines constructed.
70 bio sand filters constructed and distributed.
87 water committees trained.
1 CLTS approach started.

Beneficiaries
•
Access to save drinking water, hygiene and sanitation messages and cross cutting issues such as HIV/Aids, gender,
environment and peace building for 88.340 people.
•
87 water committees are trained on management and
maintenance of the boreholes and the mini water yards.
•
72 hand pump mechanics were trained to maintain the
borehole and do minor repairs.
•
1.500 students and teachers have access to sanitation
facilities at school.
Inclusive Education
•
•

“

•
I joined IAS in January 2012 as a project coordinator for
South Kordofan Water & Sanitation program, I have never
been a part of staff in war affected areas before, where coordination and having access to project locations is difficult.
IAS gave me the opportunity to learn, share and get more
experience. The work is both challenging and interesting at
the same time, and it’s my pleasure to be a part of IAS family. Now with IAS I am convinced that I am doing good things
making a difference in people’s lives in the communities that
IAS serves through providing safe drinking water to thousands
of people in South Kordofan State.

”

Abdelmukaram Ali Mohammed
Project coordinator Southern Kordofan
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•
•

8 teachers (3 female and 5 male) attended Special Needs
Education Certificate training.
4 teachers (2 female and 2 male) received SNATC skills
training.
1 family support group formed and trained on advocacy
and organization.
1 Parents Teachers Association trained on advocacy and
organization.
4 officers from Ministry of Education trained on advocacy and organization.

THE NEW LOOK IN NEW FOCUS AREAS
- SOUTH SUDAN

The new look in new focus areas

“

During 2012 IAS established its new country office for South
Sudan, located in Juba, which became fully operational as from
July 1st 2012. The program has increased focus on states bordering Sudan like Northern and Western Bahr El Ghazal (N/WBEG)
plus the state of Jonglei. To date, IAS South Sudan has bases in
Raja (Western Bahr el Ghazal), Akuem which acts as a Sub-Office,
Nyinbuli in Northern Bahr el Ghazal, Bor in Bor County and
Mewun in Jonglei State.
Six years have elapsed since I joined IAS. I’m glad to be part of
IAS and to experience the joy of working with an Organization
that has a foundation laid on a strong Christian ground. I’m also
proud to mention about IAS’ tremendous contribution in changing my life and the way I view everything around me spiritually,
socially and economically which I believe has brought me in the
right angle of life. IAS is an organization that doesn’t consider
her staff only as employees, but sees the gold in people and
makes the best out of it. For the six years that I served in IAS I
have learnt to understand that life is full of challenges
that we encounter in our daily experiences, and
from which we learn many lessons. My
message to all is we should always hope
for the best in everything we do, but
get prepared for the worst that may
come our way, because we have
different gifts and talents.
Zaitun Rogota

”

“

I joined IAS in 2006. In my job as a social worker, I meet different people in different communities with different cultures. What
motivates me to work in the difficult areas is that, South Sudan
before the war was marginalized; the different communities did
not know what the rule of law was, they lived in their traditional
set up with conservative cultures, leading to no development
both physically and mentally. When IAS trained me as a social
worker, it made me understand this kind of communities which
encourages me to share and live with them, train and develop
them mentally which will lead to physical development for them.
The lessons I have learnt in working with the
communities is that, human beings are
unique in character and there is nothing
difficult when they sit together and share
ideas. Secondly, it is easy to identify
problems in the communities and easy
to come up with a project according
to their needs. It has also made me to
know more about monitoring
and evaluation.

”

Dumba John Henry

ACHIEVEMENTS
WASH and Civil Society Development
•
10 Community meetings with Local authorities with an
attendance of 198 (108 Males and 90 females) participants
in NBEG.
•
20 New boreholes drilled and installed with hand-pumps
serving approximately 10000 people.
•
50 Broken boreholes rehabilitated serving approximately
25000 people.
•
9 Solar powered mini water yards constructed in NBEG
benefiting approximately 13500 people.
•
12 Rain Water Harvesting Systems constructed at 12 institutions in NBEG serving approximately 12000 people.
•
6 Hand Dug wells constructed in Lainya County serving
approximately 3000 people.
•
5 Mini forests established in Northern Bahr El Ghazal area
in 5 primary schools; implemented through local partners.
•
2 VIP latrines (with stances) constructed in institutional
centers (Health facility and school) serving approximately
2000 people.
•
256 Bio Sand filters constructed and distributed serving approximately 1792 people.
•
84 Level 1 trainings conducted for Village Water Management Committees.
•
79 Level 2 trainings conducted for Village Water Management Committees.
•
3 Community Led Total Sanitation (CLTS) workshops conducted for 70 households in Mundri East County benefiting
approximately 490 people.
•
84 water quality tests conducted in Mundri, Northern Bahr
El Ghazal (NBEG) and WBEG for 84 water points.
Health
There have been continued services at the IAS Primary Health
Care Center in Nyinbuli, Northern Bahr El Ghazal. Inpatient and
outpatient care, including emergency referrals and outreach vaccinations, serving approximately 10,000 people during the year
2012. Some breakdown as shown below:
•
973 children enrolled in feeding programme (4 premature).
105 successfully discharged.
•
782 women attending antenatal clinic; 185 receiving tetanus
vaccination (the only vaccinations provided in target area).
•
1003 children under 5 treated for malaria. Above 5 years:
1256 patients (men, women and children).
•
2433 children receiving vaccinations and this being the first
to be vaccination event to take place in the area.
•
18 patients referred to Aweil hospital of which 8 were
emergency referrals.
Christian Ministries: The Kachipo People Group
•
224 students enrolled in primary school (84 girls and 140
boys), up to primary 5.
•
Church has grown to 200 members, with services and outreaches every Saturday.
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THE ‘FLYWHEEL EFFECT’ OF
THE INTEGRATED APPROACH - UGANDA

The ‘Flywheel effect’ of the Integrated Approach
IAS Uganda’s approach of project integration has resulted into
major dividends in the Sub Counties of operation. For the last
five years since 2008 the team has concentrated efforts in the
same geographical area so as to exploit the synergies of the various sectors. On top of the WASH, Food Security and Livelihood project (introduced in 2009), another intervention entitled
Enhanced Education Performance for Improved Livelihoods
was introduced in the Sub Counties of Lira Palwo, Omot and
Adilang.
In this intervention IAS is addressing other factors that affect
academic performance besides provision of scholastic materials
and paying fees. Teachers are motivated to enjoy their profession
and hence seek ways they can creatively improve on their output
and working conditions without necessarily waiting for the government. The parents are sensitized on their role in the success
of the education of their children while the pupils are motivated
to believe in themselves and invest in their future in spite of the
limiting factors. It is at this point that the flywheel effect was
realized. After much effort to get community participation in the
previous projects, the momentum has been set making life a lot
easier for the new projects.
Through the approach of The redeeming power of Knowledge;
the Multi-pronged effect of cash for work approach; the Do IT
Yourself (DIY) for enhanced community development and the
Constructive enterprise shift – from Alcohol brewing to stone
quarrying, the IAS Uganda team registered great achievements
for the year 2012.

ACHIEVEMENTS
Water, Sanitation and Hygiene
•
12 Animal drinking troughs constructed.
•
Through 19 Community mobilization campaigns
conducted the following sanitation facilities were
constructed
•
711 latrines are in use and 295 under construction.
•
988 Bath Shelters were erected.
•
1013 Drying Racks were constructed.
•
1072 Refuse pits were dug.
Food Security and Livelihood
•
88 Oxen distributed to 22 Village Farmers group
(VFG) each receiving 2 pairs.
•
38 Ox-Plough discs distributed to 22 VFGs.
Village Farmers Groups Cash for work
•
Community access roads measuring 22.6 Km in total
length.
•
Community Health Center fenced using local materials (90x84m).
•
Community Primary school fenced (120x60m).
•
10,500 pieces of Bricks laid for constructing Community Church.
•
8 grass thatch huts constructed for vulnerable individuals and one hut for teachers.
•
13 Latrines constructed for vulnerable individuals.
•
57 Village Development Units (VDUs) supported
with start-up packages.
•
180 households received 1,530 Kilograms of seeds
(180kgs of maize and 1350 of Ground nuts) for
multiplication of group plots. The average kilograms
of ground nuts harvested is 8,200kgs.
•
26 Environmental awareness campaigns conducted
634 people attended (400 Males and 234 Females).
•
32 one day trainings on post-harvest handling were
conducted.
•
2 cash for work initiatives were conducted.
•
70 vulnerable household supported with start-up
packages.

Bore hole with a drinking trough for animals
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“

The parents are sensitized on their role in the success
of the education of their children while the pupils are
motivated to believe in themselves and invest in their
future in spite of the limiting factors.

”

ACHIEVEMENTS
Education
•
9 mobilization campaigns were conducted to identify
schools of operation out of which 10 schools were
selected.
•
8 sensitization campaigns were conducted in 12 villages targeting 340 households as parents to children
that attend schools being targeted. These were to stir
up parents to increase their support for the schools
and their children.
•
90 students from 3 secondary schools and 210 pupils
from 7 primary schools were trained as peer leaders
for their schools. Courses included trauma handling,
leadership and life basic skills.
•
72 teachers plus 32 children workers were trained in
enhanced teaching and child nurturing skills.
•
3 schools were supported with a financial start-up
package totaling to USD 1,280 to engage in school
projects which will be used to instill practical skills in
the learners.
•
200 girls at Pader Girls Academy were supported in
formal education and 30 in vocational training.
•
133 babies of children mothers at Pader Girls Academy were supported with food and medical supplies.
Action Against Alcohol
•
36 trigger meetings were conducted in 9 villages
with 1280 people (Females 927 and Males 353) who
attended.
•
18 Village savings groups formed.
•
A baseline survey conducted in 14 villages.

Akwang David (Village Volunteer of Ariaba
Village in Lapul sub county) and the community
working on road construction
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AGAINST ALL ODDS - SOMALIA

Against all odds
Despite the many challenges in Somalia/Somaliland, the IAS team
continued delivering its core services in the year 2012. Recognizing
that water is essential for life, health and human dignity, the team
supplied water to the IDPs in Mogadishu, rehabilitated water berkards (Ground water reservoirs), repaired bore holes, did the supply
of emergency food and saw the establishment of Child Friendly
Space centers to take care of traumatized children.
Over the course of the year, IAS never lost sight of the Special
needs education and in an endeavor to ensure that it takes root in
Somaliland and Punt land, many teachers and government officials
received training; Parents were sensitized on how to deal with
children with disabilities and they came up with support groups
to assist and learn from each other. The Special Needs School at
Hargeisa School for Special Needs continued to receive specialized
education as well as psycho motor skills.

ACHIEVEMENTS
•
•
•
•
•

Over 3 million liters of water were supplied to the IDPs in
Mogadishu.
10 berkards (ground water reservoirs) were rehabilitated in
Puntland.
6 boreholes were repaired for use by the pastoralist’s communities and the IDPs in these areas.
12 tons of food was supplied to the most needy. This was
meant for the maintenance of an adequate nutritional status
and survival.
80 Child Friendly Space centers were established to take care
of children who were too traumatized to go to school.

Newly rehabilitated berkard

Children in a CFS class in Mogadishu
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REMOVING ALL BARRIERS - TANZANIA

Through Inclusive Education (IE) the IAS
Tanzania team has continued to minimize
the barriers and the team is committed
to seeing the true implementation of the
Education for All (EFA) objectives to provide quality basic education for all children,
youth and adults. At the same time, through
Civil Society Development, the team is also
committed to see IAS’ partners equipped
and positioned to act as change agents
using advocacy to support development
with their local communities. In all activities
equal participation of both genders and
people living with disabilities is emphasized
and practical steps are taken to that effect.
Although there is a majority male representation in almost all activities, it has been
IAS’ goal to insure a minimum representation of female participants in order to increase their participation, capacity building
and influence on the decision making level
in all IAS’ local partner organizations.

“

“

ACHIEVEMENTS

Ms Kashindye, addressing
the gathering on behalf of
children with disabilities in
Rukwa and Katavi regions

It is three years now since i joined IAS I have been
going through different experience with partners
and i get encouraged to see the partners growing.
I have enjoyed my work experience with partners
in Kenya and Tanzania they have so wonderful in
my work and my life at large am so proud of them.
Am happy to see the Small Scale farmers increased
their production and the way they have adopt the
new agriculture method and see the result of their
commitment. I know what they have learned will be
something they can use for the rest of their lives,
and be the light to other organizations. May the
Almighty God be upon you all and
together we can!

”

Allan Kamnde
Project Officer

There is no doubt the project has been well received at the community and
government level. The goals of the project fit well in to the National Kilimo
Kwanza agenda(Agriculture first). The farmers` groups have been developed
to a point where they begin to utilize their skills. Example Maria Mtonyi has
become the best farmer in all the groups after using the skill she has got in
shamba darasa and use in her own farm and she got double crops compare
to other previous years. Now she can pay school fees for children, and help
her family at large. Maria Mtonyi has two acres of sunflower and one acre for
Millet where last year she tried to plant the cotton in one of her field and the
yield were also good.

”

Maria Mtonyi showing off
her bumper harvest

Capacity building programme
•
Partner Network Conference held in Nairobi, Kenya to
evaluate and document the various development initiatives
initiated by IAS and partners for capacity and partnership
empowerment. There were a total of 64 participants at the
conference, representing IAS and partners from Kenya,
Tanzania, Ethiopia, Somaliland, Uganda, Chad, South
Sudan and Sudan: 13 IAS representatives, 1 consultant, 1
donor representative/DMCDD and 49 partner representatives representing 20 organizations. 20 participants were
women, 44 men.
•
Three Partnership Steering Committee meetings held with
IAS and local partner representatives from Kenya and
Tanzania (one meeting in Nairobi, Kenya, one in Arusha,
Tanzania, and one skype meeting). 2 women, 8 men.
•
Small Grants Scheme for Internal Dissemination of Learning held. 7 grants given to 7 local partner organizations. 3
Kenyan partners (Free Pentecostal Fellowship of Kenya/
FPFK, Life Ministry Garissa/LMG, Manyirani Farmers
Self Help Group/MFSHG) and 4 Tanzanian partners
(Itigi Local Church/ILC Sanjaranda Bible College and
Rural Training Centre/SBC, Singida Town Centre Church/
STCC, Tanzania Assemblies of God/TAG).
•
Trainings in Organizational Development and Financial
Management held for IAS and local partner organizations
in Kenya (LMG, MFSHG, FPFK, Zinduka). 12 participants - 3 women and 9 men.
•
Trainings in Organizational Development and Financial
Management held for IAS and local partner organizations in Tanzania (ILC, STC, SBC, TAG, The Spring of
Life Mission, Tumaini Mission Trust). The training was
attended by 28 participants of which 11 were women and
17 were men.
Empowering small scale farmers
•
The 124 small scale farmers participating in the project
have doubled their income due to applying the newly
taught agricultural methods.
•
Based on the micro finance workshops the farmers in the
project formed an Agricultural and Marketing Cooperative
Society (AMCOS).
Inclusive Education
•
In October 2012 the IAS Tanzania launched the Inclusive
Education Project in Rukwa and Katavi regions. This project is in partnership with the Free Pentecostal Churches
of Tanzania (FPCT) and Information Center on Disability
(ICD).
Emergency Relief
•
350 families benefited from the relief and humanitarian
activities incl. 59,100 kg of food and 193,200 litres of
water - distributed from 24th of October 2011 to 30th of
April 2012.
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EDUCATION THE KEY - PARAGUAY

Education the key
The project in in Paraguay focuses among others on Children
Rights especially the right to education among the vulnerable children. Authorities, teachers and parents are being trained in order
to ensure cooperation to practice the rights of the children. The
children themselves are trained as well so they get to know their
rights from a very young age.
Parades are common and popular in Paraguay and the project “Improved conditions and rights for poor children in Misiones through
strengthening of civil society and handover of the pre-school
model” includes several “Rights Parades”.

Parents joined the 5-6 years old children in a parade in San Ignacio.
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SANITATION ENHANCED - CHAD

Sanitation enhanced
Chad Program has focused on the WASH sector since inception. The areas of operation include Guera in the central region,
Ouaddai in the Eastern region, Wadi Fira located in the North
East and Sila to the South. Using the Community Led Total
Sanitation - CLTS approach, the IAS team, in partnership with
UNICEF, continued to mobilize the communities to dig their
own household latrines and practice better sanitation methods to mitigate the causes of diseases that result from poor
sanitation. This, coupled with intensified hygiene promotion in
schools and provision of potable water through borehole drilling, is transforming the target community in a great way.

ACHIEVEMENTS
During the year 2012, IAS teams in Chad have achieved the
following:
•
•
•

49 positive boreholes drilled.
CLTS triggered in 30 villages with a total population
of 39,046 beneficiaries.
10 Schools engaged in hygiene promotion.

Emmanuel Barasa

“

My name is Emmanuel Barasa. I have been working with IAS for the last 16 years (since 1996). I
am mandated with overseeing the handling and maintenance of drilling rigs, compressors, vehicles,
and allied equipment to ensure smooth operations and avoid loss of vital equipment. Besides this,
I also work on capacity building of national staff in drilling techniques, water point identification and
management, construction works, and hand pump installation/maintenance. It is also my responsibility to ensure that the drilling timetable is developed and adhered to in ensuring that workloads
are cleared within the allocated timeframe.
My work with IAS has seen me in five countries: Kenya, Sudan, South Sudan, Ethiopia, and Chad.
Over the past four years, I have been alternating between Ethiopia and Chad, with most of my current work being in Chad.
While working with communities, we face many challenges. This has always propelled me to find
strength in God and I have learnt to be patient in times of difficulty. Another thing that keeps me
going is when I consider what difference the work that I do would make to the community. Once I
consider that I can make a difference, then I keep on and decide to do all I can to make a change
and fulfill our mission.
Because of the work atmosphere in IAS and the flexibility and freedom that is portrayed as we
serve God’s people, I have stayed with IAS for this long. I love my work and appreciate all my coworkers and most of all God who gives me strength.

”
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FINANCIAL STATISTICS
INCOME REPORT 2012

The table below presents program income for the year 2012 in the countries
IAS is directly implementing or supporting programs. While the funds
received during the year include US dollars, Euros and Swedish and Danish
Kroner, the totals have been converted into a single currency (US Dollars) for
the purposes of comparison. The conversion rates used in this table reflect
the historical average rates of exchange for the year 2012.
Countries

Water &
Sanitation

Education

Albania
Chad

9 513

Ethiopia
480 015

24 525

Emergency
Relief

4 214
198 153

14 269

10 477

77 623

141 995

34 160

12 641
256 237

206 704

12 303

Nicaragua

759

Nigeria

331 681

South Sudan

1 259 416

34 217

Sudan

2 828 831

167 342

15 985
17 462

353 899

20 712

0,19 %

923 075

8,31 %

357 603

3,22 %

71 547

0,64 %

1 162 574

10,46 %

12 303

0,11 %
0,12 %

1 511

0,01 %

127 741

1,15 %

1 379 345

2 870 732

25,83 %

1 697 652

15,28 %

3 077 422

27,69 %

32 658

52 451

Total %

12 785

127 741
1 143 721

Total income
in US dollars

493

12 026

1 018

Paraguay

28 798

Tanzania

256 710

13 800

20 686

291 196

2,62 %

Uganda

158 510

308 576

8 500

475 586

4,28 %

6 635 058

1 351 136

499 295

440 510

362 947

1 813 493

11 102 439

59,76 %

12,17 %

4,50 %

3,97 %

3,27 %

16,33 %

100,00 %

Total US dollars
per sector
Total % per sector

Kindernothilfe, Germany
- one of IAS donors
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Civ. Society
Development

159 450

Nepal

Somalia

6 985

Health

923 075

Ghana
Kenya

Food Security & Livelihoods

DONORS / NETWORKS / PARTNERS

Donors
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (SIDA)
Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs (DANIDA)
Swedish Mission Council (SMC)
Civil Society in Development (CISU - DANIDA)
Läkarmissionen, Sweden
Kindernothilfe (KNH)
Common Humanitarian Fund (CHF)
Danish Mission Council (DMCDD - DANIDA)
UNICEF
Evangelischer Entwicklungsdienst (EED)
Evangelisches Jugendwerk in Württemberg (EJW)
Neverthirst
Global Aid Network (GAiN)
Association Sauver les Enfants de la Rue (SER)
Assemblée Chretienne Tchadienne (ACT)
Agency for Technical Cooperation and Development (ACTED)
Erikshjälpen (ERIKS), Sweden
Linas Matkasse, Sweden
Mockfjärds Fönster, Sweden
Hope Network Swiss
Tear Fund
Private donors

Affiliations/Networks
•
•
•
•

EU-CORD (Belgium)
NGO Voice (Belgium)
People In Aid
Humanitarian Accountability Partnership (HAP)

Partners
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rural Action Against Hunger (RAAH)
National Christian Development Organization (NCDO)
Community Action Water Programme (CAWP)
Christian Agenda for Development (CAD)
Education Development Organization of South Sudan (EDOOSS)
Singida Town Centre Church (STCC)
Free Pentecostal Church of Tanzania (FPCT)
Ministry of Education and Vocational Training in Tanzania
(MOEVT)
Information Centre on Disabilities (ICD)
Sanjaranda Bible College (SBC)
Rural Training Centre (RTC)
Itigi Local Church (ILC)
Good News for Children and Youth (GNCY)
Islamic Relief
Safe the Children Sweden
Baraa Organization for Handicapped Children
Abu Hadia
Al-Massar
Manyirani Farmers Self Help Group (MFSHG)
Government of Kenya – Constituency Development Fund (CDF)
Life Ministry, Garissa
Mundu na Andu Self Help Group
Benshangul Gumuz Finance & Economic, and Water, Mining &
Energy Bureaus
Somali Region Education Bureau
Somali Region Disaster Prevention & Preparedness Bureaus
Oromiya Regional State Disaster Prevention & Preparedness Bureau
Ministry of Water and Energy
Wera Development Agency (WEDA)
Christian Counselling Fellowship (CCF)
Ethiopian National Association for Intellectually Challenged Children
(ENAID)
Somaliland Association for Special Education (SASE)
Free Pentecostal Fellowship of Kenya (FPFK Langalanga)
Zinduka Africa (ZAF)
Centro de Formacion Integral Filadelfia (CEFIF – Paraguay)
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Head office
International Aid Services (IAS)
Visiting address: Siktgatan 10
Postal address: Box 157
SE-162 12 Vällingby
Sweden

INTERNATIONAL
AID SERVICES

Phone +46-8-891731
Mobile +46-70-4975977
Email: info@ias-intl.org
Website: www.ias-intl.org

Country offices
IAS - America
60 W Terra Cotta Ave., Suite 169,
Crystal Lake, IL 60014, USA
Phone +1-815-444-0424
Fax +1-815-444-8781
Email: ias-america@ias-intl.org
IAS - Denmark
Blåhøj Stationsvej 27,
DK-7330 Brande, Denmark
Phone +45-75-345855
Email: ias-denmark@ias-intl.org
IAS - Germany
Lemberger Weg 21,
71706 Markgröningen, Germany
Phone +49-7145-6658
Mobile +49-152-01541919
Email: ias-germany@ias-intl.org
IAS - Norway
Grimsrudv 77, 1407 Vinterbro, Norway
Phone +47-48117901, +47-97767743
Email: ias-norway@ias-intl.org
IAS - Sweden
Visiting address: Siktgatan 10
Postal address: Box 157
SE-162 12 Vällingby, Sweden
Phone +46-8-891731
Mobile +46-70-4975977
Email: ias-sweden@ias-intl.org

IAS - Chad
B.P. 6095, N’djamena, Chad
Phone +235-63809815, +235-3939866
Email: ias-chad@ias-intl.org
IAS - Djibouti
B.P. 658, Djiboutiville,
Republique de Djibouti
Phone +253-34-0355 Mobile +253-86-2047
Email: ias-djibouti@ias-intl.org
IAS - Ethiopia
P.O. Box 1700 code 1250,
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
Phone +251-11-6635911/12
Mobile +251-9-683360
Fax +251-11-6628640
Email: ias-ethiopia@ias-intl.org
IAS - Kenya
P.O. Box 76573, 00508 Nairobi, Kenya
Phone +254-20-2013106, -3871496,
-3873618, -3874130
Fax +254-20-3860864
Email: ias-kenya@ias-intl.org
IAS - Paraguay
Avda. Mcal. Estigarribea 697,
San Ignacio de las Misiones, Paraguay
Phone +595-82-232287 Fax +595-82-232287
Email: ias-paraguay@ias-intl.org

www.ias-intl.org

IAS - Somalia
P.O. Box 76573, 00508 Nairobi, Kenya
Phone +254-20-2013106, -3871496,
-3873618, -3874130
Fax +254-20-3860864
Email: ias-somalia@ias-intl.org
IAS - Somaliland
P.O. Box 76573, 00508 Nairobi, Kenya
Phone +254-20-2013106, -3871496,
-3873618, -3874130
Fax +254-20-3860864
Email: ias-somaliland@ias-intl.org
IAS – South Sudan
P.O. Box 561, Tongping, Juba, South Sudan
Mobile +211-928-023664, +211-956-598722
Email: ias-southsudan@ias-intl.org
IAS - Sudan
P.O. Box 12757, Khartoum, Sudan
Phone +249-183-579820
Mobile +249-912-687721
Email: ias-sudan@ias-intl.org
IAS - Tanzania
P.O. Box 2398, Arusha, Tanzania
Mobile +255-752-199488,
+255-684-005617
Email: ias-tanzania@ias-intl.org
IAS - Uganda
P.O. Box 7549, Kampala, Uganda
Phone +256-41-4237511/-12
Fax +256-41-4237510
Email: ias-uganda@ias-intl.org

